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Procedure: 1. Download DriverFix (verified download file) to your local computer. 2. Run the DriverFix application and click 'Start Scan'. (will take few minutes to complete). 3. When DriverFix scan completes click Fix selected drivers. 4. Restart your computer. 5. Go to the internet and download corrupted Windows 7 driver from the manufacturer site. No tool did not work for me. So I used the
DriverFix tool. This worked for me. A: But check your windows installation disk, if it's corrupted, then use some disk-reparing tool before installing the driver. Then download the correct driver from the microsoft website. Then ensure the installation steps in the driver installation wizard. For further reference and clarification see this link Q: Binding jquery plugin to html element which has a
dynamically generated id I'm trying to add a jquery plugin to a div id which has a dynamically generated id which is to say that the id might be j000, j001, j002,...j100000 Then in the on, after and before events of the plugin I want to do this. The other elements that will be generated in the on, after and before events may also have dynamically generated id's (may be j01, j12, j23...) So I cannot bind
the event like this: $( "#dynamicId" ).myplugin(); But in the plugin I will be able to get the html element like this: var $this = $(this); $this.on(..., function (event) {... }); and then somehow get the id of the html element. The plugin is being executed after the dynamically generated id. A: on and after will only fire for elements that are present at the time of execution, so you'll be ok. If the IDs are
generated dynamically, I'd suggest appending them to the tag or something like that. Then you can use jQuery's own.get() function to get the element based on its current id: var elem = $("body").get(id); If the IDs aren't generated dynamically, I'd suggest using.delegate() instead. Q: Is this the sort of
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